
1 June 1994 

Georgina Stevenson 
P.O. Box 191153 
Sacramento, CA 95819 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

Thank you for responding so quickly to my letter regarding the purchase of your books on the 
Kennedy and King assassinations. Enclosed is a money order for $103.95, for the following 
books: 

• Whitewash: The Report on the Warren Report 
• Whitewash II: The FBI-Secret Service Coverup 
• Photographic Whitewash: Suppressed Kennedy Assassination Pictures 
• Whitewash IV: JFK Top Secret Assassination Transcript 
• Frame-up: The Martin Luther King / James Earl Ray Case 
• Post Mortem: JFK Assassination Coverup Smashed 
• Oswald in New Orleans: Case for Conspiracy with the CIA 

If the amount of the money order is incorrect (it includes 50 cents for insurance on the 
WHITEWASH series as instructed on the order form), please let me know and I will rectify the 
situation immediately. 

I am also enclosing photocopies of pages 204 and 207 from "WHITEWASH" (which I checked 
out from our University library) because I noticed a discrepancy between some Dallas police 
photos of the alleged "snipers nest". The discrepancies raise the possibility that the photos were 
taken at different windows, and perhaps on different floors. In the picture on page 207 there is a 
vertical pipe behind the seated man's head, located at the corner of the bricks, at the edge of the 
window. In the top photo on page 204, the vertical pipe is not at the corner of the bricks, but 
located several inches away from the corner. There may also be a difference in the distance from 
the floor to the window sill in the two photographs, although that is more difficult to determine 
due to the darkness of the floor area in the photo on page 204. 

No doubt these discrepancies have been brought to your attention many times over the years 
since "WHITEWASH" was published, and 1 am curious to know what comments your readers, 
and you, may have regarding these photos. Of course, the possible differences in the pictures 
may not have any significance in the overall investigation, but one can't help wonder why the 
Dallas authorities may have deliberately taken photographs of different windows and passed 
them all off as photos of the alleged "sniper's nest". 

Thank you again for your prompt and personal response to my letter. My best wishes to you and 
your family. 

Sincerely, 

Ji 6-.(ye„ Li.e, '417:67""--• 

(V orgitia Stevenson 



1 /7/94 

Dear He. Stevenson, 
N 

First - must say that I an pleased when youg people like you have critical eyes 

and minds. At 81 and in iepaired heelth it is something that I like very much and it 

is encouraging about our yoUnger people. 

You are correct about the discrepancies in the police pictures. While I cannnot 

be sure 29 years after I wrote Whiteuash i believe in the text I went into thet and I 

ae more cc .tai that as I wrote LEVEH &GAM that coeld have been published a ye:r ago 

and as of the laati.!formation I had is to be published this September I went into 

that attain. It ray be that instead I returned to that in what I wrote as Hoax with an 

appropriate subtitle and recently ap,eared as Case, Oven. Between 20 and 25e; of that 

manuscript was used only. It is availabo in the stores. It is no longer possible fpr 

us to do outeown publiuhing. 

Those boxes were moved severe]. times Wont the police took any picture:;. 

To a degree their original position was established by pictures taken fromm 

the street. 

With regard to the pictures indicatine the number of bricks in the front wall, I 

am reasonabil, certain that it is how the pictures were taken that reflects their number 

and that the floor had not yet been reloid there. I have forgotten the exact distance 

from the .surface of the floor to the wiudS;'sill but it was about 18". 

T here is a eignififance in the boz pictures. The entire mythology of Oseald as 

the assassin required that disinforreadon. There is in fact no reason to believe that 

he moved those boxes for the now fabled Wsniper's den." The probability is that they 

wore moved from the other side of that floor as the new fleering was being laid on 

that other side. 

I do pot think this was deliberate by the pollee. I think it was just their ususal 

bumbling when they were lost and out of their depth. Just carelessness. 

ttit.  
Harold Weisberg 


